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Mocha Brown
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Mini Cool Aire®
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ingredients needed:

equipment:

directions:

Recipes
Halloween Greeter

recipe #9

RPB62HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator

HB19
Holey Box

260Qs Uninflated 
Entertainer Latex

Any Heavy
Balloon Weight

1 ea–2228-36
32" Skeleton Foil 

1 ea–54011
Crystal Clear 12" 
LINK-O-LOON® Latex

1 ea–16-5289A
Spooky Design Asst.
Skeleton Print

HF118
ULTRA HI-FLOAT®

Begin by inflating the foil balloon with helium. Be sure to use the proper inflation nozzle.

Make a double-stuffed balloon by inserting a plastic stick or straw into the black skeleton latex. Wrap the balloon tightly around the
stick and hold in place. Now take the clear LINK-O-LOON® and place over the balloon using the plastic stick to help guide insertion.

Pump ULTRA HI-FLOAT® into the balloon. For more information on ULTRA HI-FLOAT®, please watch the video on the education section
of our website. Massage the ULTRA HI-FLOAT® in the balloon to ensure even coverage.

Now use the latex inflation nozzle to inflate the double stuffed balloon. To tie a double-stuffed balloon, pull out the neck of the
inner balloon and tie into a knot AROUND the neck of the outer balloon.

Next, inflate the 8–5" balloons. You can use a Holey Box sizer to guarantee that each balloon is inflated to exactly the same size.

Take two of the balloons and tie the necks together to form a duplet. Make another duplet being sure that all are inflated to the
same size. Twist the two duplets together to form a cluster. Repeat again to end up with two identical clusters. Take one of the
clusters and attach to the bottom of the double-stuffed balloon by wrapping the neck around the cluster.

Next take the stinger of the LINK-O-LOON® and tie to the tab on the foil skull. Take the second cluster and affix under the skull to
hide where the two are tied together.

As this piece is helium-filled, you’ll need to properly weigh it down. Tie an uninflated 260 balloon through the loop on a heavy
weight and tie into the bottom cluster. Your greeter is now ready to meet your guests or trick-or-treaters!

 


